Q & A’s for Media

1. How does Move Over Slow Drivers™ (MOSD™) work?


A “Reporting Move Over Slow Driver” downloads the MOSD App into their smart phone.



The cell phone is placed in a car vent holder to capture slow blocking drivers in fast highway
lanes.



When reporting drivers see a slow blocking driver in the fast highway lane, they activate
the App by voice command.



The App records the license plate of the slow car, the date, the speed, the GPS
coordinates, the passing of the slow driver (without the knowledge of the slow driver) and
forwards the data to a Clearinghouse.



The Clearinghouse reviews the video to see if there has been a violation.



If the Clearinghouse thinks there is a violation, the data will be forwarded to Law
Enforcement.



Law Enforcement will then decide how to proceed.

2. What is the setup cost and fees for Traffic Authorities?
There are never any setup costs or fees to the authorities. MOSD only makes a fee, if the
authorities receive income from tickets, etc.

3. How will the third parties use this information?
The third parties will use the information, as they wish. For example, Law Enforcement may
issue warnings or tickets, Insurance Companies may use the information to reduce or
increase their rates, Highway and Transportation Authorities may use the information for
setting speed limits, etc.

3. Should I feel guilty about being a Big Brother and reporting slow drivers?
Absolutely not – Saving lives and injuries should be everyone’s priority! In reaction to
being blocked by slow drivers, faster drivers often resort to tailgating or “in and out” lane
switching to get past the slow drivers. Unfortunately, either one of these ill-advised
remedies can result in road rage, highway accidents, injuries or deaths.
4. If I’m not driving the slow car, but am the owner of the violating car, will I be issued
the warning or ticket?
Similar to red light and toll violations, the warnings or tickets will be issued to the owner of
the vehicle. Since the warning or ticket will have the location, date and time on it, the
owner will know who was driving the vehicle.
5. Do states have laws against slow drivers in the fast lane?
Every state has rules, requiring slow drivers to move over to right and not impede faster
vehicle traffic. Despite the laws, many slow drivers refuse to more over and then
problems begin.
6. If I’m driving the speed limit in the fast lane, but am blocking cars behind me, can I
receive a violation?
You may, as drivers in the left hand lane are to keep up with the flow of traffic.
7. Can Move Over Slow Drivers capture other violations – drunk driving, etc.?
Yes, future development is already planned for recording other violations.

8. Will Move Over Slow Drivers be available in standard cars?
We believe that once the Smart Phone Processing System is popular, it will lead the way
to the Vehicle Processing System, which will be installed at the time of manufacturing by
an OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) or by Retrofit in an auto repair shop, car
dealership, etc.
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